
THIS STAFF REPORT COVERS CALENDAR ITEM NO. :  7 
FOR THE MEETING OF: July 10, 2008    
 

TRANSBAY JOINT POWERS AUTHORITY 
 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION:  
 
Adopt a position advocating revisions to the Metropolitan Transportation Commission’s: 
1) Draft Strategic Plan for Resolution 3434:  Regional Transit Expansion Plan; and 
2) Draft Investment Plan for the Regional Transportation Plan entitled “Transportation 2035: 
Change in Motion”. 
 
SUMMARY: 
 
Background: 
The Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) is in the process of developing two 
distinct, though not unrelated, planning efforts.  First, MTC adopted Resolution 3434 as part of 
the 2001 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).  This resolution identified 19 priority rail and bus 
projects for transit expansion.  Included among those 19 projects is the Transbay Transit 
Center/Caltrain Downtown Extension (DTX) Program.  Currently, the MTC has released a draft 
Strategic Plan for Resolution 3434.  The strategic plan establishes funding priorities for the 
aforementioned 19 priority transit projects.   
 
The second planning effort is an update of the RTP Transportation 2035: Change in Motion.  In 
particular, the MTC is drafting an Investment Plan to determine the allocation of funds to 
projects identified in the RTP Transportation 2035.  The RTP serves as the master plan to guide 
the transportation investments of the nine Bay Area counties for a 25-year period and is updated 
every four years.  Consistency with the RTP is a condition of eligibility for most Federal and 
State sources of funds.  Further, the MTC uses the RTP to determine on behalf of which projects 
MTC will advocate for new revenue sources.   
 
TJPA has submitted the Transit Center Program to MTC in two phases.  Phase 1 is the Transbay 
Transit Center, and Phase 2 is the DTX.  The DTX is further broken down: Phase 2A is the 
design segment, including preliminary engineering and early right-of-way work; Phase 2B is the 
construction.  
 
MTC will present the draft Resolution 3434 Strategic Plan and the Transportation 2035 draft 
Investment Plan to its Commission on July 23, 2008 for approval.  The Final Transportation 
2035 Plan is scheduled for approval in March 2009. 
 
Resolution 3434 Strategic Plan Discussion: 
The purpose of the Resolution 3434 Strategic Plan is to provide a framework for program and 
project delivery by addressing escalating project costs, near-term funding requests, and the 
development of the financially constrained element of the Transportation 2035 Plan.  TJPA has 
submitted Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the Transit Center Program for the Resolution 3434 Strategic 
Plan.  MTC has stated that funds identified as part of the Resolution 3434 program would be 



 
 

  

considered committed in the RTP.   
 
The Strategic Plan divides the Resolution 3434 projects into 4 tiers:  

 Tier 1: No Current Scope, Schedule or Budget Issues 
 Tier 2: Projects Needing More Scope/Cost Refinement  
 Tier 3: Projects Needing On-Going Operating Funds  
 Tier 4: Projects with a Capital Shortfall Greater than 50% of Total Cost 

 
MTC has designated Phase 1 as a Tier 1 project and Phase 2 as a Tier 4 project.  This 
designation places Phase 2 under MTC’s lowest level of advocacy and priority for receiving 
funds from the estimated $31.6 billion in uncommitted discretionary regional revenues of the 
Transportation 2035. Approximately $3.7 billion of Resolution 3434 projects will go unfunded 
in the RTP, including $2 billion of TJPA’s current shortfall. 
 
Transportation 2035 Discussion: 
The RTP includes an Investment Plan for uncommitted capital project funds that will become 
available over the life of the plan.  Projects listed in the Investment Plan are separated into two 
categories: “financially constrained” and “vision”. Financially constrained projects include those 
that are fully or substantially funded by committed revenues that are reasonably expected to be 
available, because they have been identified for these purposes by statute or board action.   
 
Projects with less substantial funding commitments are relegated to the vision category of the 
Investment Plan.  Vision projects are unlikely to receive any Federal or State funds newly 
discovered during the 25-year life of the RTP because MTC will not advocate for them if they 
are competing against other RTP projects in the financially constrained category. 
 
The Transbay Transit Center (Phase 1) and preliminary engineering and early right-of-way work 
for the Caltrain Downtown Extension (Phase 2A) have been included in the financially 
constrained element of the RTP, and as such are eligible to receive newly found Federal and 
State funds.  The unfunded portion of the Caltrain Downtown Extension (Phase 2B) has been 
placed in the “vision” element of the RTP.  As mentioned above, this makes Phase 2B highly 
unlikely to receive any of the estimated $31.6 billion in uncommitted discretionary regional 
revenues over the next 25 years of Transportation 2035 and would severely impair the TJPA’s 
ability to compete for many of the regional, State and Federal funding sources that we intend to 
pursue to fully fund Phase 2.   
 
Recommendation: 
The current status of Phase 2 creates a significant challenge for TJPA, and therefore it is 
essential that the MTC be convinced to prioritize the DTX with respect to current funding 
allocations and eligibility for future regional discretionary funds.  Staff therefore requests that 
the TJPA Board forward a recommendation to MTC, stating that the Transportation 2035 RTP 
should acknowledge and incorporate the high priority status and important nature of all 
Resolution 3434 projects and that funding should be reserved for the construction of the 
Downtown Extension of Caltrain and other Resolution 3434 projects, and these projects should 
be given high priority eligibility for future regional discretionary funds in the Transportation 
2035 RTP, for the following reasons: 



 
 

  

 
1. Resolution 3434 identifies 19 regional transit projects as high priority.  To exclude from 

the RTP nearly $4 billion worth of these important projects is to completely disregard the 
essential role these projects play in creating a sustainable future for the Bay Area.  The 
Transportation 2035 RTP must acknowledge the importance of the Resolution 3434 
projects.  TJPA recognizes that MTC strives to fully fund complete projects in the 
financially constrained RTP.  Construction of the DTX (Phase 2B) is an essential project 
with substantial funds already programmed, and MTC should explicitly state in the 
planning documents that DTX construction will be eligible for and have high priority for 
future Federal and State funds. 
 

2. The Regional Rail Plan adopted by the MTC at its September 26, 2007 meeting identifies 
the Downtown Extension of Caltrain as a given condition for the Plan, stating: 

 
“Recognizing that Resolution 3434 represents MTC’s regional rail investment 
over the next 25 years as adopted first in the 2001 Regional Transportation Plan 
and reaffirmed in the subsequent plan update.  Resolution 3434 is included as part 
of the “base case” network (see ES-1).  Therefore, the study effort focused on 
defining options for rail improvements and expansions beyond Resolution 3434.” 
 

Consistency with the Regional Rail Plan requires that the Downtown Extension of 
Caltrain and the other rail projects identified in Resolution 3434 take precedence over 
other projects arising out of the Regional Rail Plan and that the rail projects from 
Resolution 3434 including the DTX should be eligible for Regional Discretionary funds 
and have a high priority for future Federal and State funds in the Transportation 2035 
RTP.   

  
3. The Downtown Extension of Caltrain will facilitate the future addition of High Speed 

Rail (HSR).  The California Air Resources Board’s Climate Change Draft Scoping Plan, 
released on June 26, 2008, identifies HSR as an essential element in the comprehensive 
approach to improve mobility and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.  California HSR is 
projected to attract as many as 117 million riders from other travel models by 2030.  
Further, HSR is predicted to reduce 1 million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalents 
by 2020 – equal to the reduction of over 2.2 billion pounds of carbon dioxide emissions.  
The bond measure to fund the initial construction of HSR will be on the November 2008 
ballot as Proposition 1 and is garnering strong state-wide support.  To de-prioritize and 
virtually eliminate any possibility of Regional Discretionary funding for the construction 
of the DTX is inconsistent with the position of the Air Resources Board and the 
increasing likelihood of HSR.  Higher priority must be given to the DTX as an essential 
aspect in improving regional and state-wide transportation. 

 
4. In 1999, more than 69% of the citizens of the City and County of San Francisco voted to 

approve Proposition H, declaring that the most efficient and economical means of 
reducing traffic congestion and associated air pollution is to extend Caltrain downtown to 
the Transbay Transit Center.  It is thus San Francisco law to support and ensure the 



 
 

  

success of the DTX, recognizing the significant traffic and health benefits from the 
extension. 

 
5. TJPA is not asking MTC to provide the entirety of needed funding for unfunded 

Resolution 3434 projects under the Transportation 2035 RTP.  Rather, TJPA requests that 
MTC recognize the high priority of the DTX, as established in MTC’s own planning 
document, Resolution 3434, and reinforced by the MTC’s Regional Rail Plan.  By 
reserving future Regional Discretionary funds and making them available to Resolution 
3434 projects and by assisting in advocating for future Federal and State funds MTC will 
significantly bolster TJPA’s efforts to pursue matching funds from other sources to help 
close the Phase 2 funding gap, and if necessary, allow for the further phasing of projects.  

 
 
 
 
 
 



TRANSBAY JOINT POWERS AUTHORITY 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Resolution No. ________________ 

WHEREAS, The Transbay Joint Powers Authority (TJPA) is a joint powers agency responsible 
for the planning, design, construction, operation and management of the new Transbay Transit 
Center and Caltrain Downtown Extension; and 

WHEREAS, The Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) is the transportation 
planning, coordinating and financing agency for the nine-county San Francisco Bay Area; and 

WHEREAS, MTC is responsible for the development of the Regional Transportation Plan 
(Transportation 2035), the master plan that guides the nine-county Bay Area’s transportation 
investments for a 25-year period, which is updated every 4 years; and 

WHEREAS, MTC is responsible for the development of the Strategic Plan for the Regional 
Transit Expansion Program (Resolution 3434), which identifies nineteen (19) high priority rail 
and bus projects for transit expansion, including the Transbay Transit Center/Caltrain Downtown 
Extension Program; and 

 
WHEREAS, MTC acknowledged the importance and precedence of Resolution 3434 in the 
Regional Rail Plan adopted September 26, 2007; and 

WHEREAS, TJPA submitted Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the Transbay Transit Center and Caltrain 
Downtown Extension Program for the Resolution 3434 Strategic Plan and Transportation 2035; 
and 

WHEREAS, MTC recommends placing Phase 2 in Tier 4 of the Resolution 3434, placing it in 
the lowest level of advocacy and priority for funding; and 

WHEREAS, MTC recommends placing Phase 2B in the “vision” element of Transportation 
2035, making it unlikely to receive future regional discretionary funding for the life of the 
adopted Transportation 2035; and 

WHEREAS, The Downtown Extension of Caltrain will facilitate the future addition of high-
speed rail which is slated to be on the November 2008 ballot, and which the California Air 
Resources Board’s Climate Change Draft Scoping Plan identifies as an essential element in the 
comprehensive approach to improve mobility and reduce greenhouse gas emissions, as HSR is 
projected to attract up to 117 million riders and offset over 2.2 billion pounds of carbon dioxide 
emissions; and 

WHEREAS, Nine years ago more than 69% of the citizens of the City and County of San 
Francisco voted to approve Proposition H, declaring that to reduce traffic congestion and air 
pollution, it shall be San Francisco law to extend Caltrain downtown to the Transbay Transit 
Center; and 



 
 

  

WHEREAS, Ten years ago the Downtown Extension of Caltrain and the new Transbay Transit 
Center was a visionary program; and  

WHEREAS, Today more than $2.25 billion in funding has been identified for this program, and 
this fall ground will be broken for the Temporary Terminal; now therefore be it 

RESOLVED, That the TJPA Board of Directors hereby authorizes sending a recommendation to 
MTC that the Transportation 2035 RTP acknowledge and incorporate the high priority status and 
important nature of all Resolution 3434 projects, and that regional discretionary funds be 
reserved for unfunded Resolution 3434 projects, including the construction of the Downtown 
Extension of Caltrain in the Transportation 2035 RTP. 
 
I hereby certify that the foregoing resolution was adopted by the Transbay Joint Powers 
Authority Board of Directors at its meeting of July 10, 2008. 
 

___________________________________________ 
   Secretary, Transbay Joint Powers Authority  


